We present a simple way to collect data from an optical position-or-angle encoder with a readout that interpolates values between the optical features, and to process these data to determine the short-range errors that arise from an interpolation process. This is commonly known as generating the compensation function for such an encoder. This process allows the user of data from an encoder to make this correction without relying on undocumented internal algorithms which may be provided by the encoder manufacturer. It can also be used to test built-in algorithms by measuring the residual error when internal algorithms are used. We apply the algorithm to a commercial angular encoder, installed in a goniometer, as an example. The determination of this function on an encoder is critical to provable angle or position metrology efforts.
Introduction
Common optical position and angle encoders depend on the passage of a series of fine marks past a set of optical read heads. Typically, this is accomplished by having two sets of marks passing each other which either create a Moiré pattern or an interference pattern, depending on how fine the marks are. The pattern is read with a pair of sensors set at °90 to each other with respect to the spatial period of the pattern, allowing quadrature encoding to determine the direction of motion. For high resolution work, such systems interpolate between full periods of the intensity pattern to provide an estimate of the angle that is of higher-resolution than the full feature spacing. This interpolation assumes a perfectly sinusoidal signal from the optical pattern. Rather than depending on a priori assumptions of such behaviour, typical encoder controllers make an attempt to measure the deviations from ideal behaviour, and compensate for them. The critical issue here is that, without such a technique as we present herein, there is no way to verify that such compensation performs as expected. Without this independent verification, one cannot claim fully-traceable metrology.
We discuss, then, the determination of a global compensation function which corrects interpolation inhomogeneity and which varies in a smooth and controlled way around the complete circle, or along the length of the encoder. By taking advantage of digital filtering and demodulation of data in Fourier space, we arrive at a compact method of processing a simple set of position versus time measurements that rejects noise and stray periodic effects due to electronics and the periodicities in the mechanical system driving the encoder. This approach is intended to provide two primary benefits: first, it is smooth and noise-resistant and, second, it allows one to document and monitor the compensation function used, instead of relying on an internal algorithm of the equipment which is not subject to direct verification.
The method we present can be used in two ways. The first is to apply it to an encoder which has already been corrected for short-period errors via the manufacturer's algorithm. The computed compensation function in this case should be within noise bounds of a null; if it is not, the internal compensation function is not optimal. The second method is to turn off any internal compensation and use the computed function to correct the reported position from the encoder to a more accurate value which can be fully documented. This is the approach the authors recommend for metrological applications.
Theory
The formal structure of the problem is as follows. Consider an encoding device which encodes the true position Θ of an object (such as a rotation shaft) by observing a set of reference features with spacing d, and which reports an apparent position θ. Note that, although we use angular terminology here, due to our specific interest in angular encoders, the technique is equally applicable to linear encoders. This encoder has errors in its reported angle arising from two main sources, with two very different characteristics. The first type of error is a slowly varying angular error Θ F( ) which is not related to the spacing of the encoder features, but which may result from centering errors or other mechanical defects, or from smoothly varying deviations in the positions of the features from their ideal values. This type of error is typically determined by a circle closure calibration, either against an optical polygon or other artifact [1] [2] [3] , or a stacked-stage approach similar to the technique of [4] , and is not the subject of this paper. The second error, η θ ( ), is nearly periodic with the marks on the encoder, and typically results from imperfect interpolation of the readout of the mark positions [5, 6] . Such an error, since it is coherent with the marks, varies on a very short distance scale ( =°d 0.01 in our example case) and can be expanded as a Fourier series between the marks, with the Fourier coefficients being slowly varying functions of θ.
We measure an encoded position θ as
where n is the number of features which have been observed to pass, and ε is the interpolated position between the features as determined by the encoder electronics. We may write η θ ( ) as a Fourier expansion
where amplitudes θ A k ( ) and phases φ θ k ( ) are assumed to be slowly varying on the scale of d, and K is the number of harmonics of the feature spacing to be used. This form then defines a nearly periodic correction which is applied between each set of interpolator features to account for nonlinearities in the interpolation process.
The goal of this work is to measure the functions θ A k ( ) and φ θ k ( ) in a simple manner. We do this by moving the encoded object (rotating a shaft, in our example), in a fairly uniform manner at average speed Ω with true position Θ t ( ) and reading the apparent position θ t ( ) during the motion. This uniformity criterion is roughly equivalent to a statement that the motion of the system between to encoder marks can be interpolated linearly as a function of time.
The time at which the system reaches position Θ is Θ t( ), and the system is being moved at approximately constant speed Ω, with a small variation represented by an offset ∆ Θ t( ), which for the purpose of this discussion we assume to be smooth and not containing variation at frequencies which are multiples of the marker spacing, so
In section 4 we demonstrate how to determine the error in the final result, including the contributions from speed variations. The quantity θ t( ) is directly measured by digitising θ t ( ) and then using inverse interpolation. Note that we do not mea-
to extract the average value of Ω. Then, the small deviation δ θ ( ) in the reported angle θ from the approximately expected angle Ωt is
The right-hand side of (5) contains one component which varies coherently with θ and the rest, which are functions of Θ. Its Fourier transform with respect to θ should then contain sharp peaks resulting from the structure in η θ ( ) and the (possibly broader) structure at different frequencies from the remaining terms.
Example application
The particular encoder, turntable and drive we are using provide a data set which illustrates clearly the nature of the terms in (5) . This system consists of Heidenhain RON 905 encoders 1 coupled with a Heidenhain EIB741 digitiser for interpolation. These encoders have 100 features per degree, so the features have a frequency = k 36 000/turn as defined in (2) . The number of harmonics, K is typically small; we use 4 harmonics for our subsequent analysis. This choice is supported by the rapidly decreasing amplitude of the correction with the harmonic number that we observe.
System configuration
The technique we describe measures the periodic component of deviations of the apparent angle of an encoder from the linear prediction of this angle to thus derive the high-frequency compensation error. This technique is feasible if the assumption can be made that the system can be rotated reasonably smoothly, so that short-period fluctuations from uniform motion can be reasonably attributed to the short-range encoder errors. Therefore, the one important feature in the system required to make this reliable is the absence of instrumental effects at exactly the frequencies of interest.
To this end, we have designed our rotation stage drive to avoid any periodic features which fall at multiples of feature frequency on the encoder, which for our encoder is °100 / .
Since the worm drive on the rotation stage operates at 1 turn/° this means carefully avoiding stepper motors with multiples of 100 poles/turn, as seen through any gearing. Unfortunately, 200 poles/turn is a very common stepper, and if used, should be geared with a ratio which has no simple periodicities related to this. We chose to drive our system with 5-phase steppers geared down 50 : 1 through a 100 : 102 tooth Harmonic Drive ® , followed by a 44 : 29 tooth belt drive, which maps the pole frequency of the stepper away from the spatial frequencies of interest. The belt drive provides thermal isolation of the goniometer from the steppers. Another drive choice is a geared synchronous motor, which may provide smoother rotation than a stepper, since the poles are not so sharply defined and the gear ratio is typically very high. We will illustrate the effects of this gearing and the poles below in figure 3.
Data Capture
The first step is to register the output of an encoder at a reasonably high and steady speed; our system uses the continuous, timed-capture mode of the EIB741 digitiser. We digitise at 2 kHz, and scan the rotation stage with the stepper motor, driving the encoder at °1 s −1 , which provides us with 20 measurements per encoder feature. A full rotation then provides us with about 720 000 measurements of apparent angle versus time for the system. We typically capture about °2 -3° extra on each end of the rotation to make sure the motor speed is relatively stable during the useful part of the data run. This resulting data set will be called θ t n n ( ), where the index n runs over the points taken, and θ n is the angle as read from the encoder, and t n is the time stamp from the EIB741.
Data pretreatment
The first step to process the data is removing the linear component (often called apodisation in signal processing), as per the discussion of (5), since only the high-frequency behaviour of the system is of interest for this application. This can be done in either of two ways: by fitting a line through the data and subtracting the resulting fit, or just by computing the slope from θ ∆ ∆t / using the first and last points (or a few points averaged near them). Experience has shown that subtracting θ ∆ ∆t / to be sufficient. Figure 1 shows the complete set δ t n ( ) before re-interpolation.
Errors in the apodisation do not make very much difference, since the portion of the spectrum which contains the useful information is at quite a high frequency, and a residual sawtooth component in the data from improper apodisation contributes an amplitude proportional to 1/ f . In particular, a sawtooth with a peak-peak amplitude of 1 is
so the contribution of a sawtooth error ε at °100/ (which is at = × = n 360 100 36 000) is π / 36 000 ε ( ) or about
ε . Since we digitise approximately 1000 points/degree, an error of a full measurement contributes only about 10 −8 degree. To prepare δ t n ( ) for Fourier transform analysis, we must resample it onto a uniform grid of θ by either piecewise-linear interpolation or cubic spline interpolation using θ t n ( ) as the independent variable, and δ t n ( ) as the dependent variable. Figure 2 shows a detail of a section of this resampled function δ θ n n 0 ( ). Numerical tests have shown that the choice of linear or cubic interpolation does not change the final result to within the limits of other noise sources. The grid spans exactly a full turn, and contains a number of points for which it is easy to apply Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques; we choose = N 524 288 points (2 19 ). This resampled data set contains the information about the local errors, and is now in the form to be the set δ θ n 0 ( ) described in (5),
. Depending on how uniform the motor velocity was during data capture, this may reintroduce an apodisation problem, which can be resolved as before.
Data transform and filtering
) is a set of N real-valued points, it can be Fourier-
is used to signify the Fourier transform, and the j subscript indexes the jth discrete frequency) using the real-FFT interface provided by most numerical FFT packages. The index j is related to the frequency f (in degree
) of an encoder error
, so an error at =°f 100/ maps to = j 36 000. Now, the information about η θ ( ) (see (2)) in ( ) F δ j is found in the regions of frequency space lying near the harmonics of the frequency of the encoder features, typically harmonics of °100/ . The amplitude spectrum of a data set from our system is shown in figure 3 . The figure has labels for all the frequencies which are expected as a result of the drive train, and of the compensation function itself. Note the apparent proximity of two interfering signals to the left and right of the °200/ peak. This is the result of a near-coincidence in frequency space between the compensation function and the drive train characteristics. However, figure 4 shows the region around the °200/ peak. One can see that the extremely sharp nature of all of these peaks results in a completely resolved spectrum in this region, with no actual overlap of the data of interest at °200/ with the mechanical interference.
The goal now is to extract the information from these regions in an efficient way. There are two options: to extract a complete compensation function, which is a very rapidly varying sum of the harmonics of the feature frequency, or to demodulate the data into slowly varying functions. The first method is very direct, but produces a data set of unwieldy size, since it contains a number of points equal to that of the resampled δ θ n 0 ( ). The second method produces a set of smoothly varying phase and amplitude corrections which can be recombined with the high frequency part to reconstruct the original function.
Direct construction of the compensation function
The direct filtering technique simply involves windowing the FFT around the interesting bands, and then inverse transforming. We use windows around the first four harmonics (K = 4 in (2)) of the encoder period, that is °100/ , °200/ , °300/ , and °400/ , which allows us to reconstruct a four-harmonic series within each encoder period. The filtering of the data comes in the selection of the window widths. Using a classical expression from electrical engineering, the rise time of a signal is τ ≈ f 0.31/ r 0 , where f 0 is the −3 dB point of the filter. This is also approximately true for a hard-edged filter (rectangular window in FFT space). Thus, to smooth the data on an angle scale of θ ∆ , a bandwidth
is appropriate. Typical smoothing lengths of about °1 are reasonable for our system (as will be demonstrated in section 4), so a window width of roughly °×°≈ 0.31/1 360 /turn 112 ( ) channels is a good start. For this example, we choose ∆ = f 0.2 degree −1 , which is ∆ = j 72 channels. To implement the filter, then, all the transform coefficients outside this number of channels from each harmonic centre are set to zero. In this example, all the channels outside the bin indices (which correspond to frequency in turn −1 ) ± 36 000 72, ± 72 000 72, ± 108 000 72, and ± 144 000 72 are cleared, since they are presumed to contain only noise and off-frequency systematic information. Then, the resulting coefficients are inverse-transformed back to a real-space data set, resulting in a rapidly oscillating function which is the complete compensation function. Figure 5 shows a subset of the reconstructed function, corresponding to the angular range shown in figure 2. The apparent variation in amplitude is due to coarse sampling of the function, which has the same sampling interval as the re-gridded data. This does not degrade the ability to interpolate between these points. As long as Nyquist's sampling theorem is satisfied, the transform is complete and the results could be computed on a finer grid without loss of accuracy.
Construction of the demodulated amplitude and phase functions
The demodulation technique provides, instead of a single, rapidly-varying function which contains the entire compensation function, a set of smoothly varying amplitudes and phases, with one pair for each harmonic being retained. This approach has the advantages that the functions are very easy to store and to compare, since the high-frequency components have been removed. The disadvantage is that the function has to be reconstructed when it is used, with the high-frequency components multiplied back in. This approach is equivalent to constructing Fourier series with a small number of low-frequency terms, set by the filter bandwidth as discussed above, in θ for the functions θ A k ( ) and φ θ k ( ) as defined in (2) 
To carry out the demodulation of the Fourier-transformed data set δ j ( ) F , we need to extract the components that lie in the same windows described in the previous section. However, instead of doing this by zeroing out all the channels in δ j ( ) F except those lying inside the previously-described windows, and then inverse transforming the whole set to produce a real-valued compensation with all the high-frequency parts carried through, we now will frequency-shift the data from each of these windows independently, such that the window centre is moved to zero frequency, with both positive and negative frequencies appearing in the spectrum, in what amounts to single-side-band (SSB) demodulation (see section 6.2 of [7] ). Specifically, we take the data from (in this example) bins = ± j 36 000 72 and create an empty spectrum, and then move this block of data to bins = ± m 0 72 (with , showing the complete separation of the main peak from the interfering peaks which come from the motor drive. Also, note the very narrow structure of the main peak, and the small tails which result from the not-quite-constant amplitude of this variation around the circle. appropriate frequency wrapping depending on the Fourier transform package being used). This set is exactly a km from (6). Inverse transforming this shifted spectrum produces a complex-valued function which is the magnitude and phase for the compensation term at °100/ . The same procedure is carried out for each harmonic of the encoder period.
For our sample data sets, the results are shown in figure 6 . The solid lines are the amplitudes of the correction function for each of four harmonics. It can be seen that the amplitudes of the first and second harmonics in the case are quite significant, but the third and fourth harmonics are much smaller. The dotted lines show the phase in radians corresponding to each of these. The first two harmonics show distinct structure at the four-fold symmetry of the read heads of the encoder, which is to be expected. However, one could treat these functions as constant amplitude and phase, with little loss of accuracy, since the variation in the amplitude is not much larger than the noise floor of the encoder system.
Noise and uncertainty
In the above section, we applied digital filtering to remove components which are known not to be part of the function we are measuring. Now it is necessary to estimate the uncertainty due to the noise component and deterministic component of the spectral power which lies in the spectral regions which have not been eliminated by the filtering process. The noise power in the spectrum will vary randomly between repeated measurements, and would contribute a classical type A source of uncertainty in the result [8, 9] . The deterministic component is the result of contributions from the the Fourier transform of Θ F( ) and of Θ t( ). There are two approaches which could be taken here. The first is to fully separate the noise and deterministic components. This could be done by repeated measurements to measure the random component, with averaging providing the deterministic component. In figure 7 we show a sample of the . This can be compared to figure 2. Since this is a direct Fourier reconstruction of filtered data, it has the same angular sampling interval as the uniformly gridded data as described in section 3.3. For practical application, this could be interpolated more finely from the underlying trigonometric functions. 
Note that the factor of 360 is specific to our system, in which the compensation is computed over one full turn (°360 ). For systems with a different data span, one would compute the bin indices appropriately. Then, since Parseval's theorem (see equation (1.2.6) of [7] ) guarantees an equivalence of power in Fourier space to power in real space, the standard deviation of the demodulated component A k at frequency f 0 will be:
This approach of computing the noise power as a ratio in Fourier space, and then applying it in real space, mitigates the numerical problem of the normalisation of the inverse Fourier transform used for any specific transform software. For the same 61 replicates described above, one attains σ = 0.0020 2 arcsecond, which is somewhat larger than the observed value. This is expected, since this method assumes all the power in the spectrum on the sides of the peak results from noise, which is a conservative assumption. The configuration of the drive system, as discussed in section 3.1, and the subsequent verification of its correct operation via the spectrum shown in figure 3 , result in a calibration for the instrument that will not be influenced by systematic effects by more than the computed errors bounds. Random, non-periodic variations are spread over the entire spectrum and contribute to the noise floor. Spatially periodic variation frequencies different from those of the encoder marks are excluded by selecting the data analysis windows to avoid data from regions contaminated by such variations. Temporally periodic variations are also mapped by the conversion of the data from a function of time to a function coherent with the encoder marks, into peaks at spatial frequencies away from the encoder marks. Since figure 3 shows all the power near the encoder mark frequency to be concentrated in very sharp peaks, the requirements of smooth rotation have been met. If the spectrum does not demonstrate such sharp features in the regions of interest, the results of the technique are likely to be degraded. If the peaks are broad, then the integration windows will by necessity be broad, and the noise floor as determined from equations (7) and (8) will be elevated.
Application of the compensation function
The compensation function computed above has been tested in the system by carrying out a circle closure long-range angle correction for the same device. This procedure is similar to that in [3] , but extended to 3 stacked stages, with no fixed polygon, as in [4] . This procedure will be described in detail in a future paper. Its relevance here is that it provides a measure of self-consistency of angles between multiple encoders. If the compensation function is not applied, the angles will have significant errors. In figure 8 we present the results of a closure fit, with the compensation, as computed by the method we describe, omitted or applied. The reduction in variance when the compensation is included is evident. The standard deviation of the residuals in the fit without compensation is approximately 0.11 s and with it enabled is 0.036 s. In the end, it is this self-consistency which proves the claim of the traceability of the result. 
Conclusion
In metrology work, full traceability of the final result to the underlying measured quantities is critical. This is true both for each measurement itself, as well as for the algorithms used to process the data. An instrument which produces processed data in any way cannot be trusted unless one has directly proved that such processing is valid. The method we present allows one to accomplish one of two things: proving that the internal short range error correction in an encoder is working as advertised under real lab conditions, or computing a function which allows one to carry out the full correction externally to the device. In the case of carrying out the correction externally, it also allows one to assign error bounds to the correction, as needed for a full GUM [8] -style error analysis. Without being able to document this error, one is left to assigning larger error bounds, with the limits based on the worst-case behaviour, as guaranteed by the manufacturer of a device. For the case of short-period errors of an encoder, the method we present can be carried out in a simple manner on an already-installed system without the disruption of an experimental setup. Suitable gearing of the drive train, and inspection of the resulting power spectrum of the deviations assures that the variation observed at harmonics of the encoder mark frequency are entirely due to the compensation error, and not artifacts of the drive. The resulting short-period compensation function can be applied to data taken from the system to correct the angles and reduce the scatter in data which results from this correction. With this, we can assign a well-measured contribution to the uncertainty of a measurement. This uncertainty is determined by the observed spectral noise power near the harmonics of the mark frequency on the encoder. For the case of an angular encoder, where the long-range and shortrange errors can be measured together via a circle closure, traceability is achieved through the self-consistency requirements of the closure.
